
Product overview

The STRIPPING-TOOL-SR-CABLE is designed for use with 
Raychem BTV-CR, BTV-CT, QTVR-CT, XTV-CT, KTV-CT, 
HWAT, XL-Trace, IceStop and RaySol self-regulating heat-
tracing cables. The tool is designed for faster, safer and 
more reliable cable terminations.

The tool has two sets of blades designed for precise scoring 
of the outer and inner jackets of the cables mentioned 
above. The scoring blades are protected by a spring-loaded 
cap that rotates automatically. For safety, the cap rotates 
back to its original position automatically after the cutting 
operation is performed. 

The tool also includes a unique core scoring feature that 
prevents damage to the conductors. The tool has a robust 
metallic body, ergonomic contour and replaceable blades.  
 

Product SPecificationS

Body Symmetric and Ergonomic Aluminum A380 Metallic Body with TPE soft sleeve. 

Jacket scoring blades A pair of jacket scoring stainless steel blades with depth ranges of  
0.04–0.06 inch and 0.01–0.03 inch.

Blade cover Spring loaded Zinc alloy cap that covers both the blades when the tool is  
not in use.

Core scoring feature Core scoring blade which will prevent damage to the conductors.  
The blade height should be 0.01–0.04 inch.

Replaceable blades All blades can be replaced with a screwdriver. Replaceable blades are provided 
with the tool.

Coating Metallic body coated with electrostatic epoxy powder 0.002–0.005 inch thick.

ordering detailS - catalog number Part number

Stripping tool STRIPPING-TOOL-SR-CABLE P000001126

Replacement jacket scoring blade Techni Edge® #10  
Hobby blade TE01-103

Should be ordered directly from  
Techni Edge.

Replacement jacket slitting blade Techni Edge 3/8 inch  
13 point blade TE01-333

Should be ordered directly from  
Techni Edge.

aPProvalS
(Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus)  
For other countries contact your local Pentair representative.
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Stripping-tool-Sr-Cable
Stripping tool for raychem Self-regulating cableS
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NORTH AMERICA 
Tel: +1.800.545.6258
Fax: +1.800.527.5703
Tel: +1.650.216.1526
Fax: +1.650.474.7711
thermal.info@pentair.com

EuROpE, MIddlE EAsT, AfRICA
Tel: +32.16.213.511
Fax: +32.16.213.603
thermal.info@pentair.com

AsIA pACIfIC
Tel: +86.21.2412.1688
Fax: +86.21.5426.2937
cn.thermal.info@pentair.com

lATIN AMERICA
Tel: +1.713.868.4800
Fax: +1.713.868.2333
thermal.info@pentair.com
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